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Abstract

**Background:** Students or health workforces who are interested in understanding social epidemiology are required to have an adequate competency of research. This paper aimed to describe about the difference between quantitative and qualitative methodological approach in social epidemiology and types epidemiological study.

**Methods:** Method applied was a narrative review to 28 English Text books, 2 Grey Literatures and 3 supported articles as example. All of these literatures have been reviewed based on key concept according to the purpose of this paper.

**Results:** The basic premise or paradigm underpinning quantitative and qualitative methodology is related to their ontology and epistemology. Quantitative research or “the science of number” is based on the ontology of “objectivism” and the epistemology of “positivist or realist or functional or naturalism or logical empiricism while Qualitative research or “the word science” is based on the ontology of “constructivism” and the epistemology of “interpretivism. Study in epidemiology is divided into two parts that are, observational studies and experimental studies. Types of observational studies are descriptive study and analytic such as cross sectional, case control study and cohort while its counterparts are randomized control trials (RCT), field trials, and community trials.

**Conclusion:** Quantitative and Qualitative approach in research in social epidemiology is classified based on their ontology and epistemology. There are two studies in epidemiology, namely, observational study (descriptive and analysis) and experimental study.

**Keywords:** Social, Epidemiology, Quantitative, Qualitative, Observational, Experimental.
INTRODUCTION

Social epidemiology is the branch of epidemiology that studies the social distribution and social determinant of states of health’ (1). Students or health workforces who are interested in understanding social epidemiology are required to have an adequate competency of research (2,3). The question which arise here are, what are the methodological approaches in research? What are the types of epidemiological study? This paper aims to describe and discuss the quantitative and qualitative approaches and types of epidemiological study. This paper will be divided into two sections, which are understanding the qualitative and quantitative approaches, and Comparison between observational epidemiology and experimental studies.

METHOD

Method applied in this paper was a narrative review to find relevance literature about research in social epidemiology. This paper was obtained from reviewing 28 English text books, 2 grey literatures and 3 supported articles as example. They were examined in detail based on their relevancy to the topic and as a narrative review it was analyzed descriptively based on the key concept and the author’s expertise in relation to public health and social epidemiology.

RESULTS

There are two themes emerged in this the review, namely:
1. Understanding quantitative and qualitative approaches. This theme aimed to distinguish quantitative and quantitative approach based on their paradigm and their usage in research of social epidemiology.
2. Comparison between observational epidemiology and experimental studies. The purpose of this theme was to explore two main kinds of research in epidemiology and their example.

DISCUSSION

1. Understanding quantitative and qualitative approaches.

a. The difference between a quantitative and qualitative approach

The basic premise or paradigm underpinning quantitative and qualitative methodology is related to their ontology or “what is out there to know about and epistemology or “what and how can we know about it” (4). Quantitative research or ‘the science of number” is based on the ontology of “objectivism” and the epistemology of “positivist or realist or functional or naturalism or logical empiricism” which is based on the belief that the reality or truth already exists and the researcher is charged to observe, measure, predict or to find out or to prove’ the reality (4,5,6,7). For example, to know whether a person is healthy or not a quantitative scholar will use some tangible criteria such as the existence of diseases and impairment as their theory, to measure whether this person is healthy or not.

Qualitative research or “the word science” is based on the ontology of “constructivism” and the epistemology of ‘interpretivism’ which believes the truth or reality is not already existing but depends on the idea that reality is “socially constructed” through communication and interaction and practice, causing people to have their own meaning or understanding about a particular phenomenon or issue (4,5,6,7). This approach emphasizes more that the researchers is charged with the task to understand people perspective’s called ‘verstehen’ and to immerse themselves into the natural setting by interacting directly with subject, a process called ‘thick description’ (6). Taking the previous example, to know whether a person is healthy or not, a qualitative researcher will find the answer by understanding how that person defines the concept of health, which probably depends on his experience or
culture such as ‘he is healthy if he can eat rice three times a day’.

Based on their ontology and epistemology, a quantitative researcher uses the theory deductively, which means that the researcher is charged with testing or verifying or confirming the theory that has already existed (Broom 3,5,7). This is very beneficial in finding diversity or variance in the extent of a problem or health issue among a population (3). The procedure to get the findings has to be set up rigorously or structured as an attempt to reduce bias in order to have valid and reliable findings such as probability sampling and defining variables and statistical analysis tools and these are considered mainly as its strength (3,5). The researches review the literature that already exists carefully as the purpose is to test the theory, set up the objective specifically, assign variables and define them operationally and establish an instrument to measure or observe that variables (3,9). Because the common question in quantitative research is related to numeric facts such as how often or how many, so the implication of this in data collection and data analysis or the findings is that they will be displayed or transformed into numbers or statistics (3,6,9).

Surveys with questionnaire and structured interview with an interview schedule are the usual method and instrument in quantitative study (3,10,11). A survey is a descriptive study which provides a general picture of the population by conducting study in a chosen subject or sample while questionnaires consist of written questions which need to be answered by a respondent (12). In a structured interview, the researcher has arranged some questions specifically in an interview schedule and uses that as his guideline in the interview (3).

Alternatively, a qualitative research uses the theory inductively which means that the researcher is charged with theory development and interact directly with the participant (5,7,8). Unlike quantitative approach, it features flexibility and fluidity in its approach or it has unstructured approach such as using non probability sampling and small subjects because it aims to develop an understanding and interpretation of people experience’s in a particular issue (3,5,13). This is the strength of this approach which cannot be obtained by its counterpart (24). As a qualitative study does not aim to test the theory, the purpose of a literature review is to provide acceptable reasons why a research problem is necessary to study (9). The aim of the study is designed generally or broadly, as well as the questions asked in an attempt to make the respondent being more generative in responding to the question (9). A common question which is asked is related to explanation such as why and how, the data includes people’s feelings, and their expression of belief or perception is collected in word or image so that the data analysis will be displayed descriptively or narratively which impacts on developing description and themes in data analysis called content analysis (3, 5,14). Then, the terms rigour and trustworthiness are the terms used in qualitative study for legitimising the findings as (13).

Focus Group Discussion, in depth interview and observation are common methods applied in qualitative research (3). FGD is a method whereby 6-12 participants are brought together to have discussion on a particular issue led by the researcher and it is very useful to have people’s experiences or viewpoint or new information through the dynamic or the interaction which exists in that discussion (11,15,16). In depth interviews or unstructured interview applies ‘a grand tour’ question whereby the participant is not given direct questions in order to have a lot of information from the subject (17,18). The question ‘in your view what is health?’ is a better question to be asked than the question ‘Does being physically healthy mean health for you?’. A type of observation is participant observation, a method by which a researcher collects data by spending time, probably...
between six months and two years to interact or observe the subject directly (11,19,20).

b. **Quantitative and qualitative approach in Social epidemiology**

Social epidemiology which is ‘the branch of epidemiology that studies the social distribution and social determinant of states of health’ (1) is commonly featured by measurement such as incidence and prevalence (21) with the result that social epidemiology seems dominated by the quantitative approach and is less concerned with qualitative research. However, in public health, understanding the causes of a health issue is not solely related to a medical perspective but is also related to social determinants of health, which are, ‘factors in which people live and work’, (22) or ‘causes of the causes’ (23). Additionally, the concept ‘determinant’ in the definition of epidemiology is related to all aspect in human life including social and cultural factors (21) which according to Padgett (2012) is crucial to understand in the new public health (5). Moreover, the interaction of human behaviour with health issue is very complex but can be obtained through the strength of the qualitative approach (24). Therefore, superiority of these two approaches has to be erased (3) as they have their own contribution in building up knowledge particularly in social epidemiology.

Based on the explanation above, it is suggested that the researcher does not put themselves in favour of just one approach but combines the strength of these two approaches to apply suitable methods from these two approaches in finding the research question, which is called mixed method or Q2 or Q Squared (3,25). Mixed methods bring advantages in producing a best outcome or finding, but it is challenging as it needs more resources to be involved such as time, expert and participant, and skills, and there is probability of dominance of one approach (25). Tritter (2007) points out it is an important aspect to consider in the mixed methods which is to integrate the data from the different methods properly in analysis and the researcher should have a prediction in advance about how the result and the final paper will be presented (27).

2. **Comparison between observational epidemiology and experimental studies**

Study in epidemiology is divided into two parts that are, observational studies and experimental studies. They are divided based on the existence of intervention in the studies, whereby observational studies are conducted without intervention from the researcher while experimental studies involve intervention from the researcher in controlling the variables (8,21). A Researcher in an experimental study, measure the change in a variable whereby the change is brought intentionally (28). Types of observational studies are descriptive study (only provides description of the health status of population such as mortality or
morbidity) such as cross sectional or a survey conducted in national setting such as Indonesia Demography Health Survey (IDHS), and analytic study (observe the relationship between cause and outcome) such as cross sectional, case control study and cohort while its counterparts are randomized control trials (RCT), field trials, and cohort trials (3,21, 23). This paper highlights some of these types of study which are cross sectional study, case control study and RCT.

Cross sectional study or prevalence study or one shot or status study is a common, simpler and inexpensive epidemiological study which aims to find a general picture of a health issue in a particular population whereby risk factor and effect is observed simultaneously (3,21). For example, in their cross sectional study, Akinleye et al 2009 (30) observed the knowledge (risk factor) and Intermittent preventive treatment for prevention of malaria in pregnancy or IPTp (effect) in one period of time among pregnant women in Nigeria and captured the picture that 52.2% of the respondents had heard about IPTp but only 23.% were able to define it. So, knowledge and IPTp was observed at one point of time.

Case control which is used to calculate an odds ratio (OR), determines the risk factor of an outcome or a disease through conducting study retrospectively among two groups, one group as the case group is people with a particular diseases or health issue, and people without these diseases or health issue are in another group called the control group (Bonita 21,29). For example, in their case- control study, Evjen-Olsen et al 2008(31) chose two groups, 45 cases of maternal mortality in 1995 and 1996 as the case group and 135 antenatal attendees in similar population, geographical area and time span 1995 and 1996 as the control group. They found that risk of maternal death in women aged from 35-49 years was 4 times more likely than women ages 15-24 years (OR 4.0; 95%CI 1.5–10.6) and women who husband adhered to traditional belief were 2.6 times more likely to have risk a of maternal death (OR 2.6; 95%CI 1.2–5.7).

RCT aims to find intervention efficacy whereby participants who are selected randomly are divided into a group with intervention or the study group and a group without intervention or the control group (21,32). For example, by using RCT, Mullany et al 2007 (33), assessed the impact of including husbands in antenatal health education services on maternal practices in urban Nepal by selecting the eligible participant randomly and dividing them into three groups, women who received education with their husband, women who received education alone and women who received no education In this trial, the author gave intervention to the participant who was woman who received education accompanied by her husband. The finding indicated that women who received education with husbands (study group) were more likely to attend a postpartum visit than women who received education alone (control group) [RR 5 1.25, 95% CI 5 (1.01, 1.54)]or no education (control group) [RR 5 1.29, 95% CI 5 (1.04,1.60)]. Based on this, the authors strongly argue the importance of husband involvement in maternal education as it significant has impact on maternal health.

CONCLUSION

Quantitative and Qualitative approach in research in social epidemiology is classified based on their ontology and epistemology. There are two studies in epidemiology, namely, observational study (descriptive and analysis) and experimental study.
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